
Items: giftwrapped shirt box, Christmas ornaments, and

masking tape to make a square

Set Up: Make a start mark and at the end of the playing area 

create a square as the goal mark. Vary the playing distance 

depending on the age of the players. 

How to Play: Use the box as a fan to move the Christmas 

ornaments across the floor and into the marked square. The 

box must not touch the ornament.

Win It in a Minute

Christmas Roll

Items:  ribbon, ornaments on hooks, and a Christmas tree

Set Up: 2 players stand facing each other, the distance is deter-

mined by the difficulty of the game. Wrap a ribbon around 

both of the players’ waists, creating a loop around them both. 

How to Play: The first player stands closest to the tree, holds 

the bowl with Christmas ornaments on hooks, and hooks one 

ornament on the ribbon. The two players spin together to 

move the ornament around the ribbon, ending up back to the 

first player, who then hangs it on the tree. Must hang 3 

dizzy ornaments in a minute. 

Win It in a Minute

Dizzy Ornaments

Items: 10 Christmas cards and a table

Set Up: Start with player at the opposite of the table. Blow 

the cards to the very edge so that one card is left hang-

ing over the edge without falling off.

How to Play: Place cards in a row near the edge of the 

table and stand cards horizontally

Win It in a Minute

Christmas Card Cliffhanger



Items: empty wrapping paper tube, table, yardstick, and 10 

Christmas ornaments of equal size and weight

How to Play: 2 player game. Place the wrapping tube on the 

table, standing vertically, and balance a yardstick on top of 

the tube. Each player stands on opposite sides of the yard 

stick and has five ornaments. Players must work together to 

hang all five ornaments on their side of the yardstick without 

tipping over the game area. If the tube and yardstick fall the 

game is over. 

Win It in a Minute

Deck the Yard

Items: seven gift wrapped boxes of the same size, bells, and a 

table. Boxes should contain the following number of bells: 5, 

10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35.

Set Up: Arrange the boxes in a row on the table in any order. 

How to Play: The player must arrange the boxes in order by 

the number of bells they contain from the smallest to the 

largest number of bells. The player can pick up and shake the 

boxes but they cannot look inside.

Win It in a Minute

Jingle Bells

Items: ornaments and long piece of string

Set Up: Create a clothesline with a string attached from one 

area of the playing field to the other. 

How to Play: 2 player game. Using only their mouths the 

players must pick up the ornaments and hang the ornaments 

on the string. To win players must hang five ornaments on 

the string. 

Win It in a Minute

Under The Mistletoe



Items:  candy canes, eight hexagonal metal nuts, table, tray, 

and plate 

Set Up: Present the nuts, a candy cane, and plate on a tray.

How to Play: The player holds the plate in one hand while 

creating a tower by using the candy cane to scoop up the 

nuts and stack them, one by one, to create a tower of nuts on 

a plate. The nuts must be stacked standing on one side, not 

flat. If the tower tips, the game is over. 

Win It in a Minute

Extreme Nut Tower

Win It in a Minute

Wreath Swish

Win It in a Minute

Reindeer Nose Dive

Items:  one wreath, large bag of mini marshmallows, one 

bucket for each player

Set Up: Have one person, not playing the game, hold a wreath 

with a bucket behind it. 

How to Play: 2 players. The players want to throw as many 

marshmallows into the bucket as possible before the minute 

is up. Count up their marshmallows and empty the bucket for 

the next team. The players with the most marshmallows in 

the bucket after a minute is the winner. 

Items:  vaseline, red ribbon cut around 40 cm long, red medium 

sized craft pom pom, table, and antler ears.

Set Up: Glue one end of the ribbon to one red pom pom. Place 

antler ears on the players. Dab vaseline onto a plate. 

. How to Play: Once timer has started the player places the end of 

the ribbon into their mouths and dips their nose into the vase-

line. The player needs to swing the ribbon so that it sticks the 

pom-pom on their nose. The pom pom cannot touch any other 

part of their body before landing on their nose. Hands need to 

be pinned to the player's backs during the entire game. Touch-

ing the pom-pom with hands equals disqualification.



Win It in a Minute

The Gingerbread Man

Items: candy canes and table 

Set Up: Place candy canes on the table.

How to Play: Player uses the candy canes as hooks to 

hook four canes on top of each other in a row before a 

minute is up.

Win It in a Minute

Barrel of Candy Canes

Items: White paper for each team or players and masking tape

Set Up: Make a dividing line through the middle of the playing 

area with the masking tape. Place white paper on both sides 

of the player area.

How to Play: At the start of the game players or teams will wad 

up the white paper and have a snowball fight. At the end of 

the minute the player or team with the least number of 

snowballs on their side is the winner. 

Win It in a Minute

Snowball Fight

Items: plate and gingerbread man cookies 

Set Up: Place cookies on a plate. 

How to Play: Player grabs one cookie and places it on their 

forehead. The player moves the cookie from forehead to 

mouth. The cookie must stay in contact with the face the 

whole time. If the cookie falls the player starts over with a 

new intact cookie. To win the player must hold 3 intact cook-

ies in their mouth before a minute. 



Items:  string clothesline, candy canes, table, and bowl

Set Up: Create a clothesline with string attached from one end 

of the playing field to the other. Place candy canes in a bowl 

at the end of the table nearest the clothesline. 

How to Play: Player steadily balances 1 candy cane at a time 

on the string. The candy cane cannot hang by the hook but 

must suspend by the tip of the cane. To win 3 candy canes 

must suspend at the same time for 3 seconds before a minute 

is up.

Win It in a Minute

Canes Hung with Care

Win It in a Minute

Jolly Big Bite

Win It in a Minute

Holiday Shuffle

Items:  5 Christmas gift bags of various length sizes, one tall and each 

shorter than the other, and five chairs.

Set Up: Place the bags in a row on the floor. Stand chairs in the start zone 

in a row. Player must stand in the start zone with their hands at their sides, 

hands are not used in this game. 

How to Play: Players may use only their mouth to pick up one bag at a 

time and take it to the start zone and stand it on one chair. All five bags 

must be brought to the start zone before the minute is up. Feet are the 

only items allowed to touch the ground. If a player touches the ground or 

bag with some other body part while trying to grab the bag or while 

carrying the bag, they must stand the bag up and try again. If the bag falls 

off the chair, it must be reset and picked up with their mouth

Items: 2 yard sticks, holiday ribbon, 2 belts 

Set Up:  Securely glue 1 yardstick to one belt and the other yardstick 

to the other belt. Wrap ribbon securely around the end of yardstick 

1. Tape the end of the ribbon to the other yardstick. Two players 

wrap the belts around their waste and stand 30 inches apart facing 

opposite directions with the yardsticks pointing near each other.

How to Play: Both players move their bodies to unravel the ribbon 

from one yardstick and wrapping it onto the other. Players cannot 

touch the yardstick or ribbon with hands or arms or the game is 

over. If ribbon touches the ground, the game is over. To win the 

ribbon must be completely transferred from one ribbon to another. 



Win It in a Minute

Hang the Balls

Win It in a Minute

Wreath Relay Race

Win It in a Minute

Extreme Unwrapping

Items: string clothesline, ornaments, wrapping paper tubes, 2 bowls, and 1 

table 

Set Up: Create a clothesline with string attached from one end of the 

playing field to the other. Place one bowl filled with ornaments and one 

wrapping tube on one end of the playing field with player one. Place a 

wrapping tube near the clothesline with player two. Both players are 

allowed to hold the tube before play.

How to Play: 2 players. Player one picks up one ornament by sucking the 

ornament from the bowl with the wrapping tube and passes it to player 

two. Player two sucks the ornament through their wrapping tube and 

hangs it on the clothesline.  If the ornament falls or is touched at any time, 

it is out of the game. To win 3 ornaments need to be hung on the string 

and must remain there for 3 seconds.

Items:  Wreath, something to hang wreath on, masking tape

Set Up: Create a playing area and make 5 connected zones with 

masking tape. At the end of the playing area hang wreath from 

stand. Player one places a wreath around their neck at the starting 

zone.
How to Play: 2 Players take turns transferring the wreath to each 

other using only their bodies from the shoulder up. Players must 

transfer the wreath in the passing zones. If the players touch the 

wreath with their hands or if it touches the ground, players need to 

return to the starting zone and being again. The players must pass 

the wreath five times through the designated zones then hang the 

wreath in the minute time limit.

Items:  Several boxes of different sizes, wrapping paper, ski gloves, a pair of 

dice, and a gift

Set Up: Place a gift inside the smallest box and wrap it. Then place that box 

inside a little bit bigger box and wrap it up, then place that inside a little bit 

bigger box and wrap it, continue until you’ve wrapped the biggest box. 

Everyone sits in a circle on the floor very close to each other. First player 

places gloves on and second player holds the dice.
How to Play: Everyone plays. Player one begins unwrapping the box while 

the second player is rolling the dice. Unwrap the box before doubles are 

rolled. Once your turn is up, pass the box and gloves to the second player , 

the second player passes the dice to player three.   The box and the dice 

continues around the circle until the last box is open. The player to 

unwrap the last box wins the gift.
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